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MALOKARPATAN /
NECROMANTE 7" Split WHITE
COVER , PRE-ORDER [VINYL
7"]
Cena 59,90 zł

Producent Doomentia Rec.

Opis produktu
P?YTA B?DZIE DOST?PNA W MOMENCIE JAK B?D? GOTOWE ZAPOWIADANE PRZEZ DOOMENTIA TYTU?Y STYCZNIOWE
NIE MA PRZEZ NICH PODANEJ KONKRETNEJ DATY TAK?E WST?PNIE GDZIE? KONIEC STYCZNIA / POCZ?TEK LUTEGO !!!

As once again proven by their recent fourth album out on INVICTUS PRODUCTIONS, MALOKARPATAN is truly a band out of
time with their unique mixture of heavy, black metal and medieval elements, deeply rooted in their native country cultural
history. Nos less ‘weird’, in the sense they too refuse to be tagged or lumped into a specific category, NECROMANTE has also
been following their own and as strange path for the last fifteen years or so, honouring not just their Brazilian elder brothers
such as MYSTIFIER but the more occult-drive, atmospheric and primitive side of the early 90’s European scene as incarnated
by MORTUARY DRAPE or SAMAEL ‘Into The Pentagram’-era.

In a way, both acts were bound to forge an alliance at some point. Thanks to DOOMENTIA, this dream has now become a
reality with this very special split EP, featuring two exclusive tracks. If MALOKAPARTAN’s own ‘Daemon Zlatavych Noci’ is a
slow-paced and gloomy piece dedicated to two cult acts from the late 80’s Czech proto-black metal scene TÖRR and
MORIORR, NECROMANTE’s ‘Magickal Black Moon’ is the very first song recorded by the band now extended and international
line-up, showcasing a rougher yet as bewitching style.

True to high standards set up by the label since its very inception, DOOMENTIA has once again pulled all the stops and came
up with two, different and highly collectable artworks, each dedicated to one of the two bands included, plus a lyrics sheet and
a classy gatefold cover. Forces of darkness unite!

Limited to 2 x 250 copies
Black 7" vinyl
Gatefold cover
Two versions of packaging
Lyrics sheet
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